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Friday Feature: Aidan Shepard, Candy Compass,
and a Startup-Launching Sweet Tooth
By Nikki Kroushl on April 6, 2018

"I've always liked candy," Aidan Shepard says, uttering the
undersatement of the week. Almos three years ago, he
founded Candy Compass, a subscription box for candy from
diferent countries around the world. He's also seventeen.

His other hobby is travel: "I've always been interesed in
exploring the world and other foods outside America," he adds.
"That opportunity came when my dad was in China on a work
trip."

Shepard visited his dad for a couple of weeks and experienced
the sweet tooth of another culture. He brought some of the
candy back to show his friends. At the same time, he had
subscribed to Loot Crate, a geek subscription box marketed to
gamers and nerds. He loved the idea of getting a package
once a month full of products he was interesed in. Thus the
idea for Candy Compass was born.

Shepard recalls one summer evening, spent drawing and
playing games and toying with the idea of Candy Compass on
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a rooftop with his dad. The business plan wouldn't come to
fruition until almos a year later, when he entered the 2015
Chancellor's High School Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Competition.

"It was a lot of fun," Shepard remembers. "I've learned you jus
have to get out there. You can't be nervous getting in front of
people and presenting the idea. They might hate it, or they
might love it."

Luckily, the judges at the competition loved it, and Shepard--
along with his bes friend and then business partner, Jackson
Smades--won the $1,500 frs prize.

Aidan Shepard and Jackson Smades win frs prize at the 2015
Chancellor's High School Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Competition.

"At the time, I didn't have a product," Shepard says. "I had the
concept. I had a couple prototypes I presented there, but it's
changed a lot. The money [from the competition] went into the
box."

The box is bright red, a little smaller than a shoebox, and
features a cartoon piece of wrapped candy with a cute face.
Shepard mentions how he's worked with a company to develop
an entire brand book, as well as a promotional video coming
soon for the third and mos recent candy box: Mexico. The
Mexico box will include candies, but also cultural information
about the country and a letter from a "penpal" based in Mexico
who will explain the signifcance of each candy and talk about
her life. Candy Compass boxes aren't meant to be an excuse
to gorge on sugar--they're a novel learning experience, beloved
by both children and their parents.

From the beginning three years ago to now, Candy Compass's
goals have changed. Originally, Shepard wanted to target
American kids and develop a monthly box. But after realizing
that he's clocking purchases from Mexico, Canada, and India
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as well, he's excited about the possibility of expanding outside
the U.S. Right now Candy Compass focuses on quarterly
boxes, with a plan to slowly phase into monthly boxes as the
business grows. The Spring 2018 box, full of Mexican candy,
comes after a box of Japanese candy and a box of British
candy.

The Candy Compass box has a bright, kid-friendly look.

Shepard has changed, too.

"I've practiced public speaking a lot," he says. "Being in [the
Chancellor's competition], presenting to the Board of Directors
for UNCW--I jus have a lot more opportunities to get in front of
people and speak."

Earlier this year, Shepard had the chance to meet with Chris
Mathers of Leveragent, who previously taught seminars at the
CIE about pitching and sorytelling for sartups.

"I got connected with Chris Mathers through the CIE," Shepard
says. "He helped me create a pitch deck to pitch to potential
invesors. The CIE's been helpful all-around--there's a lot of
contacts here, a lot of people to talk to."

He adds, "It's been cool to know that people want to support
me because I'm young." But: "There's a lot of suf I can't do on
my own, because you have to be 18 or 21. With becoming an
LLC, I had to have my parents cosign. A lot of wholesalers
don't want to work with a kid, and they don't want to work with a
small business." Shepard recalls participating in the 2015
Cucalorus CONNECT 10x10, a challenge that pairs flmmakers
with small business to create a promotional video in three days.
He was the younges person there by far.

"It hasn't made it too difcult, I don't think, but what is difcult is
being in high school," Aidan explains. "It would be awesome to
be here in the CIE all the time… it's a great opportunity. But I
do have to take care of [high school] frs."

Despite the juggling act, Shepard feels he's achieved some
balance. His plans for the future, while they include scaling
Candy Compass up to a monthly subscription and esablishing
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a concrete sysem for developing and shipping boxes, also
include college.

"I'd like to go to UNCW," he says, citing the Cameron School of
Business, the proximity to his home near Topsail, and, of
course, the beach. He'd also like to be active with clubs and
extracurriculars.

"I know I'm not going to have more time [in college]," he says,
laughing. His mother, an accountant at Corning, has said she'd
be interesed in running Candy Compass full-time if it got to
that point. But if Candy Compass grew enough to be a full-time,
income-earning venture for Shepard himself?

"If it got to that point, I might have to think about it," he says. "I
can't expect [Candy Compass] to be the res of my life, but it
would be a tough decision."

That said, the business bug has bitten Shepard good. Now a
high school junior, he'll be competing once again in the UNCW
Chancellor's High School Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Competition taking place at the CIE on April 21s. With Candy
Compass, he competed in the for-proft track, but this time he'll
pitch a nonproft that donates honey sicks to Nourish NC and
other nonprofts that help improve food choices for kids.
Shepard is a beekeeper, like his grandfather, and has been
making and eating honey sicks for years.

"I thought, why not donate them?" he explains. "It's an easy
item to donate, I have easy to access honey, it's good to put in
kids' backpacks because of the health benefts, and it's a good
alternative to sugar…"

A little ironic, perhaps, considering Candy Compass's business
plan. But at the heart of what Aidan Shepard does is providing
new, educational experiences for children.

The Spring 2018 Mexico box is available now for only $18 on
the Candy Compass website. You can follow Candy Compass
on Facebook, Insagram, and Twitter. 

Check back on our website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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Friday Feature: Cameron Meredith and the New
Fashion Indusry Model(s)
By Nikki Kroushl on March 16, 2018

Meredith (back row, second from left) with the MMG team that
attended 2018's New York Fashion Week. Photo via Lindy
Schoenborn.

Las time the CIE featured Cameron Meredith was in October
2016, jus a handful of months after he launched ReMarkable,
a marker recycling sartup, and Meredith Media Group, a
collection of models, photographers, hair and makeup syliss,
and designers unique for its all-in-one approach.

Now, Meredith is set to graduate from UNCW’s confict
management and resolution masers program in May. He’s
temporarily halted work with ReMarkable to focus on Meredith
Media Group, which has in 1.5 years attended 3 New York
Fashion Weeks, published 3 spreads in fashion magazines,
and grown to a cas of 40 models—plus other entertainment
professionals.
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The frs chance to go to New York Fashion Week was hectic.
“Headaches and chaos,” he says. “It was busy, but worth it. We
got to meet a lot of cool people in the indusry.”

During the mos recent spring Fashion Week, Meredith had the
chance to visit NYFW headquarters and branch into the role of
sylis. Meredith will direct a show in New York in September for
one of the designers MMG worked with.

MMG models waiting during the mos recent Fashion Week
escapade. Via Cameron Meredith. 

New York Fashion Week has also helped a lot with exposure.
MMG now has clients up the eas coas, ranging from South
Carolina to New York. The company recently wrapped a
photoshoot with Helzberg Diamonds, the second-larges
diamond company in the world.

But not every deal pans out. Meredith describes how he went
back and forth for months with representatives from a large
jewelry company for a  commercial shoot, only for the
corporate ofce to decide MMG’s models weren’t their ideal ft.

“Four girls missed out on a big opportunity and pay,” Meredith
says. “But that’s part of the indusry. I’m sill friends with the
commercial director. It’s no hard feelings, because it wasn’t his
call.”

This is one of the bigges lessons the entertainment indusry
has taught him: “Don’t take anything personal,” he says. “I
never did before, but now even more. Everything happens for a
reason. One setback doesn’t tank the entire growth.”

That dogged determination has led Meredith through his long
path in the indusry. He began as a model himself—the vice
president of his high school’s modeling group. After his military
service, he picked it back up at UNCW and was even invited to
direct models for the former Wilmington Fashion Week from
2013-2015.



Meredith’s experience on the model side of the indusry makes
Meredith Media Group uniquely focused on the models
themselves. Firs of all, MMG doesn’t seek out “pretty” models
—they seek people who are “unique.”

“You have to be diferent and you have to have a great
personality,” Meredith says, “because designers don’t want to
work with people who have bad personalities.”

Meredith snaps a photo of one model in hair & makeup. Via
Cameron Meredith. 

Their payment sructure difers, too. While mos agencies
charge models for hair, makeup, and travel, MMG bills clients
directly. “I want our relationship with our models to be personal,
more involved,” Meredith explains. “I don’t want them to be jus
a number.”

After his May graduation, Meredith plans to move to New York
City to better position Meredith Media Group for growth. He’ll
also be leaving his graduate assisant position with the CIE—
which will miss him dearly.

“The CIE has helped promote the growth of the company by
connecting me with [press],” Meredith adds. “They provided the
space—so I can hold meetings and use conference rooms.
And they defnitely helped me hone in on how to network and
talk to people.”

The people are at the center of it all.

“I’m very personal,” Meredith says. “I like meeting people and
talking to them. I’ve met all the designers we work with. It’s
been genuine—there’s no secrets. I like seeing people grow.”

Especially the models. “As they grow, we’ll grow,” he explains.
“We want them to succeed.”

"Working with MMG has been great for helping me learn and
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grow as a fashion and portrait photographer," adds Lindy
Schoenborn, a team photographer who has begun to dip her
toes into modeling, too. "Collaborating with the people in the
company builds everyone's portfolio and gives us modeling and
photography experience before working with clients. Going to
New York Fashion Week was inspiring to me because I want to
work in the fashion world and I am so grateful that I had the
opportunity to experience it frshand," she adds.

Several of MMG’s models have little experience when they join.
Many headed to New York Fashion Week as relative novices.

“For them, it’s kind of like they’re living a dream. It’s surreal,”
Meredith says. “They’ll talk about seeing all the models and
how beautiful, tall, gorgeous they are… and it hits them that
they’re one of those models. I like that aspect. And it’s a
journey. A lot of them are discovering themselves.”

You can follow Meredith Media Group on Insagram
at @meredith.mediagroup.

Check back on our website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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Friday Feature: Ed Hall, Healthy Pets, and the
World’s Firs Smart Pet Bed
by Nikki Kroushl on February 9, 2018

Entrepreneurship is about solving a problem—about easing
your cusomer's pain. Petrics, the pet healthcare company
making IoT products and making waves in small business
news lately, does it by making life easier for pet owners and
healthier for pets. For its founder, Ed Hall, the path to sartup
sardom began with his mother. With three cats and a dog,
Hall's mother found it impossible to keep track of which pets
needed which foods in what amounts.

Enter Petrics.

“A pet owner wants to do the bes for their pet,” Hall explains.
“We wanted to develop a sysem that could help pet owners be
knowledgeable and more informed in how they care for their
pets, and give them tools to make it easier, so it doesn't
impede their current lifesyles.”

Hall has wanted to sart his own business for as long as he
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could remember. His four and a half years in the Navy
cemented this desire. “I used to visit my friends who were in
college at UNCW when I was on leave, and I fell in love with
Wilmington,” he says, which made him want to sart a business
here after his service. “I always take advantage of
opportunities. I've never been scared of taking risks, and I
thrive in challenging situations.”

After fnishing his military years, Hall enrolled in UNCW. He
double majored in flm sudies and entrepreneurship. After
graduation, he became a member of the CIE, where he
continued his education and applied business learning.

The CIE is where Hall met Andrew Williams, founder and CEO
of Elite Innovations.  Hall joined Williams during the setup of
their frs facility, and helped grow the company as
Wilmington’s premiere makerspace and product development
frm.  During Hall’s time at Elite Innovations, he helped in the
development of nearly thirty products as a product and project
manager, as well as managed the makerspace portion of the
business. After nearly two years, the opportunity to shift his
complete attention to Petrics arrived.

But before he left his full-time work to pursue a sartup, he did
the research.

“I wanted to make sure it wasn't an anomaly—I wanted to help
try to fgure this problem out,” Hall explains. He contacted
researchers at NC State and Cornell University and found that
pet diet/nutrition and weight management was an indusry-wide
problem. Pet owners, though overall well-intentioned, didn't
have the tools or the time to spend on in-depth monitoring of
their pets' health. Veterinarians couldn't get the detailed
information they needed—about how much food the pets were
eating, what their sleep and activity patterns were like, and
what they weighed over time as opposed to the single weigh-in
per year at the vet's ofce.

So Hall set out to create an integrated sysem for monitoring
pet health and habits. In January 2016, an angel invesor from
the Wilmington Angels for Local Entrepreneurs (WALE)
network contributed enough money for Hall to leave Elite
Innovations and work on Petrics full-time. The frs piece is the
mobile app, launching this spring, which has the frs true cat
and dog diet and nutrition recommendation engine. That app
catalogues tens of thousands of pet foods and treats,
analyzing which ones are ideal for a pet based on the pet’s
breed, physical characterisics, and lifesyle, as well as the
owner’s nutritional quality preferences.
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The app can update owners on recall information, proper food
portions, and how diferent ingredients and brands might afect
pets diferently based on age, breed, weight, and other factors.
Hall explains it’s not designed to replace veterinarians or
nutritioniss, but rather act as a tool to help pet owners keep
their pets in top condition in the time that passes between vet
visits. The app can house multiple pet profles and delivers
reminders about appointments, medications, reordering items,
and more.

The second sep is Petrics's smart pet bed, the world’s frs
smart pet bed that tracks weight and res, and ofers climate
control which will feed valuable health data to the app.
Temperature-adjusable and linked to the Petrics’ activity
tracker (a “ftbit for cats and dogs”) on a pet's collar, the bed
will be able to report things like temperature, sleep and activity
behavior, and daily weight fuctuations. It will make noticing
early-sage health problems much easier. You won't even have
to buy more than one bed in a multi-pet household because
the activity trackers also act as the identifcation for the pet.  

In January, Petrics's pet bed received two of the highes
accolades a consumer electronics company can hope for:
Innovation Awards in “Smart Home” and “Tech For A Better
World” categories at the 2018 Consumer Electronics show. 
Accordingly, the mobile app is slated to launch by the end of
February (click here to say informed about the download).

Hall and Petrics have no intentions of slowing down.

“At the end of the day, if we're building something great, I'm
not planning on going anywhere,” he says. “We [all] want to
build something that makes a diference. For me, I want to
build something that's really going to help the pet indusry as a
whole, and help progress animal science… and help pets live
more fulflling lives,” he says. “If, along the way, it also helps
pay the bills, that's great.”

Subscribe to Petrics to be notifed when their app is ready, or

https://www.petrics.com/download/
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follow them on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, Pinteres, or
LinkedIn.

Check back on our website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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Friday Feature: David Morrison Coaches Nonprofts
from Formation to Foundation
by Nikki Kroushl on December 15, 2017

Jef Janowksi/UNCW

When he completed his bachelor’s degree in English at
UNCW, David Morrison wanted to become a journalis. But in
the years since, he’s insead found himself helping fedgling
nonprofts, and now he’s founding his own business—DF
Morrison Consulting.

Morrison has been serving on boards for nonprofts since
2007. “I tend to do everything backwards,” he says. “I was
asked to serve on the board for Access of Wilmington, which
runs the Miracle League, when they were jus getting sarted. I
helped them with the paperwork. I saw the sruggles that they
were going through operationally. So I entered the MPA
program thinking that I would be a saf member for a local
nonproft, or an executive director.”
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Morrison hitting the home plate at a Miracle League game. Jef
Janowksi/UNCW

However, while enrolled in UNCW’s Maser of Public
Adminisration program, Morrison had the opportunity to coach
a local nonproft on its srategic plans. “I had a lot of fun with it,”
he says. “There’s so many diferent perspectives on a board,
and you really have to take a sep back as a consultant and
lisen to everyone and get that feedback. I realized that I
wanted to help other people facilitate their goals.”

In fall 2015, Morrison began interning with the Center for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship as a nonproft advisor for
Special Pedals, Inc. Special Pedals is a bike shop employing
adults with developmental disabilities, founded by then-
undergraduate Leah Sherrill. After working with Special Pedals
through the spring and summer of 2016, Morrison ofcially
joined the CIE saf in a graduate sudent position, becoming
the frs Nonproft Advisor in Residence.

Morrison pitching with Leah Sherrill at the 2015 Discovery
Forum. Jess Bradley/UNCW
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The mos rewarding experience he’s had advising nonprofts
with the CIE, he says, is a tossup between Going Beyond the
Pink, a breas cancer awareness/education nonproft, and Miss
Wheelchair USA’s Live Boundless, which funds educational
projects for people with disabilities.

“Because of their concept and the nature of the educational
services that they provide, Going Beyond the Pink was a very
complex situation,” Morrison says. “They were pressed for time
because they had planned a fundraiser and needed that
income yeserday. But we ended up pulling of their nonproft
satus, fully awarded 501©3, in two months, which is unheard-
of.

“My other highlight would be Miss Wheelchair USA, which was
my frs experience handling a nonproft foundation. There was
a lot of back and forth regarding contracts and other legal
consraints. It was really rewarding for me to see that one
come through, fnally. They sill have a long road ahead of
them—I don’t ever feel ‘done’ with any nonprofts.”

Morrison meeting with Miss Wheelchair USA, Madeline Delp,
in Augus 2017.

During his time working at the CIE, Morrison built its nonproft
policy from scratch and has worked one-on-one with over
twenty diferent nonprofts. In addition to individual advising, he
has cohosed multiple sold-out “Grant Writing for Nonprofts”
workshops, presented at Cucalorus Connect, worked to
develop a partnership with UNCW’s Quality Enhancement for
Nonprofts (QENO), and played an integral part in the two pas
social-entrepreneurship Discovery Forums.

Morrison graduated with his MPA from UNCW on December 9,
2017, but jokes that the CIE “won’t be able to get rid of me that
easily.” He’ll continue to work with CIE sartups and nonprofts
through DF Morrison Consulting, his new freelance nonproft
advising frm.

http://www.cucalorus.org/connect/
https://uncw.edu/qeno/
https://uncw.edu/qeno/
https://uncw.edu/cie/blog/2016/09/what-is-social-entrepreneurship-discovery-forum-special-pedals-and-the-greater-good.html
https://www.facebook.com/dfmorrisonconsulting/
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Morrison’s new business focuses specifcally on young
nonprofts—from those at the “napkin sage” with only an idea
to organizations up to three years old. Like the CIE, his
mission is to get organizations to “graduate” from needing his
services. “My goal is to really get them of the ground, up and
running, and then let them fgure it out from there,” he says.
After an initial consultation, Morrison helps nonprofts begin
srategic planning, fundraising eforts, and board development.

DF Morrison Consulting will also hos three nonproft
workshops through the CIE in the spring: How to Start a
Nonproft in February, Grant Writing Basics for Nonprofts in
March, and Program Management for Nonprofts in April.
Those workshops will be free for CIE members and $15 each
for nonmembers. (It’s worth noting that nonproft memberships
are $50 per year, and members have access not only to
Morrison’s spring workshops, but over 90 others that the CIE
hoss each year.)

“I want to encourage people not to feel like they’re alone if they
are thinking about creating a nonproft,” Morrison says. “And
not jus because the paperwork is complicated and nobody
wants to do that. It’s amazing to me how many of my clients
have said, ‘This is so much easier when you have somebody
sitting there with you going through all the seps and really
making it digesible and undersandable.’ There’s no reason to
feel like you have to do it on your own.”

To set up a consultation with David Morrison, email him at
dfmorrisonconsulting@gmail.com or follow him on Facebook.
Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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Easy Conversation and EasyVote: CIE Connects
Local Election Software Startup with Indusry
Veteran
by Nikki Kroushl on November 17, 2017

Photos by CIE Media Team. Left to right: Conny McCormack,
Charles Davis, and Diane Durance.

On Monday, October 30, the CIE’s Ocean Conference Room
hosed yet another meeting. This one was a little diferent:
Charles Davis of EasyVote Solutions, a Wilmington sartup and
one-time CIE tenant, met with Conny McCormack—a former
top election ofcial for San Diego, Dallas, and L.A. (L.A. is the
larges county in the U.S., with over 5 million regisered
voters.)

EasyVote Solutions is a sartup that develops a la carte
software modules for the elections indusry. EasyVote doesn’t
deal with tabulation, hardware, or voter regisration, but it helps
in the process of running the election. Its modules include
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EasyPollWorker, EasyInventory, EasyCampaignFinance,
EasyCheckIn, and EasyFocus.

Charles Davis, now CFO of EasyVote, was one of the frs
members of the CIE in 2013. While his cofounders worked out
of Atlanta, Davis leveraged the CIE to make connections.

“The CIE helped introduce me to people,” Davis said, “and it
helped get EasyVote’s profle up for the invesment
community.”

EasyVote “graduated” out of CIE spaces several years ago,
scaling up and building relationships with 150+ elections
ofces (including those in Dallas County and Washington,
D.C., both of which have huge voter bases). This year, TechCo
named EasyVote one of its top 100 sartups out of thousands
of competitors from 43 countries.

Despite EasyVote’s size and success, it sill gets a little help
from its friends.

“I was at another conference, CED, and Diane came by,” Davis
said of the CIE’s Director (who came to Wilmington long after
EasyVote had left the CIE). “She ofered to introduce me to a
friend that she had who worked in elections. Come to fnd out
it’s somebody with more experience in elections than anyone
I’ve talked to in the pas.”

With over 25 years of experience as a top ofcial in elections,
McCormack served as a great springboard for ideas. “With this
software, you think, ‘Wow, that’s really going to enhance my
election ofce,” she said.

“This business is very relationship-based,” Davis said. “So if I
can build a relationship with somebody who undersands the
indusry, and if Conny thinks we have something to ofer, she’ll

https://tech.co/semifinalists-techco-startup-of-the-year-2017-09
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tell her contacts around the country about it. We agreed to say
in touch. I wouldn’t have made this important connection
without Diane and the CIE.”

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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CIE Director Diane Durance wins Wilma Women to
Watch Award

by Nikki Kroushl on October 27, 2017

On October 13th, our very own Director of the Center for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Diane Durance, won a 2017
Wilma Women to Watch award in the Nonprofts category. With
a reported attendance of over 450, the Women to Watch
reception took place at the Hilton in downtown Wilmington.

Durance was a fnalis alongside Kasey Galvin of Misfts &
Monsers Family Club, Alexandra Lysik of Cavik Insurance
(who does an extraordinary amount of volunteer work), Janna
Siegel Robertson of the Watson College of Education (who
coordinated the Fores of DREAMS Mural), and Joy Wade of
Going Beyond the Pink (a CIE afliate and client of our
Nonproft Adviser in Residence!). (Read more about the
nonproft fnaliss here.)
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Photo via Wilma magazine.

“It was really exciting and I did not expect to win,” Durance
said. Though she was originally nominated as a W2W
candidate in the Business category, the judges shifted her to
Nonprofts. “When I think of nonprofts, I think of the Red Cross
or the Cancer Society, things that are curing diseases or
feeding sarving children.” She added, “I think it says a lot
about our organization, here at the CIE, that we were
recognized for our work as a nonproft. It underscores our
community’s support for entrepreneurship and the opportunities
it ofers for economic growth, fnancial security, and new job
creation. That’s not the way mos people would think of a
nonproft as having impact.”

By the time the winner for the nonproft category was
announced, Wilma had already named Drs. Jennifer McCall
and Donna DeGennaro as Women to Watch in the business
and education categories, respectively. Durance didn’t expect
Wilma to name a third UNCW saf member.

“It’s a very gratifying award to receive,” Durance said, “in part
because I am new and I’ve only been here a year. When
combined with the other women from UNCW who have been
recognized, I think it puts the university in the limelight for its
women leaders.”
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The downtown awards banquet. Photo via Wilma magazine.

As a Woman to Watch in 2017, Diane Durance received a
bracelet cusom designed for the award by Krisin Wood of
Kopious Designs. She was chosen as a winner not only for her
work directing the CIE, but for her work with organizations
including the Coalition, InnovateSENC, and the UNCW
Entrepreneurship and Business Development Advisory Board;
for bringing international seafood indusry competition Fish 2.0
to Wilmington; and for serving on the Cucalorus CONNECT
advisory board. (CONNECT is jus two weeks away, and
Durance will be speaking on a panel discussion of Fish 2.0 and
the seafood indusry there!)

She added, “The community in Wilmington is very supportive,
and the fact that they even have this program is amazing. We’ll
continue to be very involved with the Wilma initiatives, and we’ll
be continuing to nominate other women. I think it’s really terrifc
that they do put so much focus on the women here—that’s
really unique for a town this size.”

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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Friday Feature: Janelle Babington and the American
Red Lion Disaser Fund
by Nikki Kroushl on October 13, 2017

All photos provided by Janelle Babington/One Red Lion and
American Red Lion Disaser and Abuse Fund.

In the summer of 2015, Janelle Babington had a problem: she
couldn’t fnd an organization to take her money.
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That is, she couldn’t easily fnd a relevant animal welfare
organization to donate to after the death of Cecil the Lion.

As a life-long animal lover, Babington became frusrated with
the lack of publicity for small animal welfare organizations. So
she decided to create One Red Lion, the frs and only online
fundraising platform for animal welfare nonprofts.

“There’s about 30,000 animal welfare nonprofts in the United
States, and we’re going to have them all on one platform so
that they’re easy to connect to,” Babington says. 67% of
households have a cat or a dog according to the American
Veterinary Medical Association, but of the $390 billion donated
to U.S. charities in 2016, only less than three percent went to
animal (and environmental) organizations.

Babington decided to expand One Red Lion in the summer of
2017. She created the American Red Lion Disaser and Abuse
Fund, which solicits donations directly from individuals and
disributes the money to animal welfare organizations in areas
sruck by natural disasers. Insead of wasing time researching
which organization has the bes track record, animal lovers can
donate to the American Red Lion Disaser and Abuse Fund
and have confdence that their money goes where it needs to.

The American Red Lion Disaser and Abuse Fund solicited
more than $3,000 in donations after Hurricanes Harvey and
Irma sruck North America in a one-two punch. The
organization donated much of that money directly to animal
welfare organizations assising with Irma and Harvey fallout
(lised here). When Paws for Claws, a local organization in
Wilmington, collected four truckloads’ worth of supplies for
people and animals afected by Harvey, American Red Lion
donated toward the fuel to transport the items to Houson.

A mutual connection introduced Babington to the CIE. She
quickly became a tenant and began attending programs. She

https://greatnonprofits.org/org/american-red-lion-disaster-abuse-fund
https://greatnonprofits.org/org/american-red-lion-disaster-abuse-fund
http://www.oneredlion.com/results-of-program-services/?et_fb=1


has worked closely with the CIE’s Nonproft Adviser in
Residence, and she pitched in the CIE’s 2016 Discovery
Forum, a competition for entrepreneurship-propelled social
good. One Red Lion also participated in the 2016 Cucalorus
CONNECT conference’s 10x10 Challenge.

“Immediately I loved the people I was meeting here, I loved the
resources,” Babington said. “The CIE has treated me very well.
I really am very happy here. It’s fve minutes from my home,
the price is right, I’m able to meet people here, I’m able to
attend many seminars and learn. I’ve learned a lot, being a part
of this.”

In Fall 2017, One Red Lion looks forward to launching pet
profles, pet memorials, and nonproft profles on its website to
drive trafc and foser community engagement. It’s also
working to perfect its database sysem, so that donors will be
able to search organizations by criteria like location, type of
animals assised, breeds assised, organizational goals, and
more.

One Red Lion and the American Red Lion Disaser and Abuse
Fund were both created by an animal lover, for animal lovers.
Hurricanes Harvey and Irma tesed the Disaser Fund for the
frs time, and American Red Lion came out on top. Now
Babington and the nonproft turn their attention to new
disasers.

“When people are displaced, their animals are displaced. When
people go hungry, their animals go hungry. When people are
abused, their animals are abused,” Babington says.

To connect with One Red Lion and the American Red Lion
Disaser Fund, follow their social media on Facebook, Twitter,
and Insagram, and visit their website.

Las year, Hurricane Matthew sruck North Carolina. It will
happen again, and Wilmington needs to be ready. Donate to
American Red Lion's area fund now.

http://www.cucalorus.org/connect/10x10-challenge-screening/
https://www.facebook.com/oneredlion/
https://twitter.com/oneredlionnews
https://www.instagram.com/one_red_lion/
http://www.oneredlion.com/
http://www.oneredlion.com/one-red-lion-donation-page/
http://www.oneredlion.com/one-red-lion-donation-page/
http://www.oneredlion.com/one-red-lion-donation-page/
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Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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Friday Feature: Firelux Attends the Creative
Startups Accelerator
by Nikki Kroushl on Augus 18, 2017

Firelux (formerly Corey Chandler Productions) is the second of
two member sartups that were chosen to compete in the
Winson-Salem Creative Startups Accelerator (the frs was
Kidobit—see their feature). Hosed by the Center for Creative
Economy, the Accelerator is an eight-week course for sartups
based in creative pursuits. The frs seven weeks will be an
online course dealing with “everything from cusomer
acquisition to unit economics.” The eighth is a “Deep Dive”
where sartups will travel to Winson-Salem for a week of
intensive workshops, pitching, and networking with indusry
professionals and angel invesors. The week ends with a pitch
competition that splits a pool of $50,000 between the top three
companies.
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Firelux began with chemisry.

Cofounder and Executive Producer Meredith Jones explains
that she originally hired Assisant Director/Creative Director
Mary Margaret Folds for a music video she was producing.

“We realized there was a lot of synchronicity between the three
of us, and we worked together creatively in this beautiful way,”
Jones explains. That was in 2016, and it was a short sep to
form Corey Chandler Productions, which later became Firelux.

Firelux is a young company that focuses on helping businesses
and individuals connect to their core values. It values
sorytelling that helps clients connect with their target
audiences. When it comes to their documentary work, their
focus is on helping clients and subjects tell their sories in an
authentic way.

In their year of operation, Firelux has worked on commercial
and documentary pieces for the North American Butterfy
Association, a tech company called Advocate, Chowan
College, and many others. The saf recently returned from
Maine, where they flmed for a documentary on women in
lobser fshing—what Jones says will be “a piece that
empowers women, challenges sereotypes, and reinforces that
idea that women can do anything a man can do.”

Jones and the other partners of Firelux went to the info session
for the Creative Startups Accelerator hosed by the CIE and
decided that the program would be valuable for their company.

“As a young business, as three cofounders who haven’t been
to business school, I think we’re missing some tools in our
toolbox,” Jones says. “I think the education we’re going to
receive with the sartup accelerator is going to be almos like
getting a little MBA.”



The company is especially excited for the opportunity to
network with mentors and angel invesors, as they are currently
looking for funding for specifc projects that include a reality
docu-series and a docu-series based on a North Carolina man.

“I think that the CIE is an amazing, resourceful tool for young
sartups, especially because of the education,” Jones said.

In recent months, the CIE has helped launch flm and media
ventures beyond Firelux’s accelerator attendance, too. It has
helped hos and promote the nc fILM forum, a monthly
gathering of local flmmakers geared towards networking,
discussion of flm issues, showcasing local artiss, and
providing a platform for presentations. The FILM Forum has
also launched a fILMp3 project, the fruits of which will be
played at the Cucalorus Fesival in November.

Director Diane Durance and Manager of Operations Laura
Brogdon's focus on media production (in partnership with local
flm icons like Cucalorus) recognize the potential for Wilmington
to become a hub for documentary and commercial production.
“Businesses and individuals are realizing the power of video
and how important it is,” Jones agrees. “It’s going to drive the
market for independent flmmakers who are specializing in
commercial work.”

Jones continues, “What’s important about documentary
work”—like Firelux’s powerful piece about lobser fshing
women in Maine—“is possessing a relationship or a sory, an
idea that’s invesigative, or the rights to a sory that is
extraordinary.”

With the education from the Creative Startups accelerator,
Firelux seeks to tell (and sell) even more of those extraordinary
sories.

https://uncw.edu/cie/blog/2017/02/new-directions-for-the-cie.html
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Make sure to follow Firelux on Facebook and Insagram for
more updates.

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, Insagram, and LinkedIn to keep up with
more of the CIE’s events and news.
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Friday Feature: Interactive Game-Maker Kidobit
Attends the Creative Startups Accelerator
by Nikki Kroushl on July 28, 2017

Over the next two weeks, the CIE will be featuring each of the
two member sartups that were chosen to compete in the
Winson-Salem Creative Startups Accelerator. Hosed by the
Center for Creative Economy, the Accelerator is an eight-week
course for sartups based in creative pursuits. The frs seven
weeks will be an online course dealing with “everything from
cusomer acquisition to unit economics.” The eighth is a “Deep
Dive” where sartups will travel to Winson-Salem for a week of
intensive workshops, pitching, and networking with indusry
professionals and angel invesors. The week ends with a pitch
competition that splits a pool of $50,000 between the top three
companies.

Eduardo Mora found his love for education—and his love for
Wilmington—while sudying abroad at UNCW during his
undergraduate years, an exchange sudent from his native
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Chile. He has returned to Wilmington to pursue a maser’s
degree in Spanish while teaching undergraduates, and along
the way, he’ll be teaching children how to code.

This las venture is called Kidobit. Mora isn’t new to
entrepreneurship; his frs sartup, the creative sudio BrightLab
LLC, ran a successful Kicksarter for a language acquisition
book/journal called Spanish for Travelers that’s now in
production.

Kidobit, he says, grew into a separate company within the pas
year. Its goal? To not only innovate but disrupt the world of
education using games and sorytelling that will allow children
to be creative, connect with their environment through
exploration, and become the protagoniss of their own learning
experience.

The frs project is a tabletop game that will teach children basic
coding: an analog means of giving kids digital skills. 

But it’s about more than jus rote memorization. Kidobit’s
emphasis is the sorytelling, the interactivity. And Mora plans to
expand Kidobit’s universe to include graphic novels and video
games—more narrative forms of sorytelling—toward the same
goal of education.

Mora has been a member at the CIE since he returned to
Wilmington after his undergraduate sudy, when he decided
that he wanted to educate on his own terms.

“The CIE has been great for us in terms of helping us learn
more, and they’re always coming up with new workshops and
programs for business owners,” he says.

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/22290650/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/22290650/
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Mora attended the CIE’s initial info session on Creative
Startups and ended up applying. Kidobit, alongside Corey
Chandler Productions, will go through the eight-week seminar
with funding assisance from the CIE. Mora is eager for the
opportunities for mentorship, networking, and a learning
experience.

“I’m really excited,” Mora says. “More than the money I might
get if I win, for me the mos important part is that I will get
exposure to the people who know what they’re doing in terms
of business.” Mora has the creativity part handled; it’s jus the
business side where he could use practice.

Kidobit has big plans for the future: a platform that promotes
learning through games, literature, and digital content; a
platform for resources accessed by educators and parents; a
means through which kids can learn creatively, innovatively,
and interactively.

“My main goal in life—it’s kind of cheesy,” Mora says, “is to do
something that transcends.”

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to keep up with more of
the CIE’s events and news. 
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Friday Feature: Create, Do, and GROW ILM
by Nikki Kroushl on May 19, 2017



All photos via Adrienne Vendetti Hodges.

CREATE. DO. GROW.

These words sprout from the wall in mossy letters, outlining the
mission of GROW ILM, Wilmington’s only downtown coworking
space, which opened in late April 2017. They are also a
personal mantra for co-owner Adrienne Vendetti Hodges.

“‘Grow’ has been a term that I’ve always used,” Vendetti says.
“You have to grow your business. You have to grow as a
person.  I jus see so much growth here [in Wilmington] that I
want to be a part of it. It’s symbolic—we’re all growing here as
a community, and I think that’s what good cities are made of:
good people who work hard.”

GROW (which alternately sands for “Get Right On Working”) is
a small space, “urban and intimate,” meant for no more than
twenty or twenty-fve coworking tenants at a time, Vendetti
says. It has all the amenities expected from a coworking space,
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including WiFi, a kitchenette socked with local cafeinated
beverages, lockers, a conference room, printers and scanners,
and plenty of seating from tables to bar sools to sofas. It is
sylish though minimalisic with high ceilings and a modern feel,
but possesses touches of green like the motto on the wall and
the succulents potted in an artis-tenant’s ceramics. GROW
expected a large proportion of its tenants to be millennials, but
many of them, Vendetti says, are “PhDs, authors, artiss,”
Boson Public Library remote workers, graphic designers, and
more.

The inspiration for the coworking space in downtown came
from all the time Vendetti spent in coworking spaces in Boson,
New York, Miami, and other large cities, building her frs and
mos successful entrepreneurial venture alongside her siser
—How to Be a Redhead.

“My siser and I had this dream for a website called ‘How to Be
a Redhead,” Vendetti says. “My parents said, ‘Do it. Jus do it.’
Do is a big part—that’s why ‘create, do, grow’ is the motto for
GROW.” So she quit her sable law frm job of several years to
launch a website about redhead beauty with her then-college
senior siser, Stephanie Vendetti (also a co-owner of GROW).

Six and a half years later, H2BAR has a book, one million page
views per month, and 2,000 monthly beauty box subscribers.
“And there’s really no secret to it, jus consisency,” Vendetti
says. “We jus did it every day. We’ve done really well because
we’re passionate about it, and that’s jus something that makes
you grow is when you are passionate about something.”

https://howtobearedhead.com/
https://www.amazon.com/How-Be-Redhead-Confidence-Revolution-ebook/dp/B0151UPVHA


Vendetti’s second passion project (and by extension, second
business) began with a $25,000 Craigslis property in
Wilmington after she and her husband moved to North Carolina
because of the military. It has since become the Nora Alan
Group, a real esate company that fips houses downtown,
especially on the north side. Flipping and saging properties is
something that—like redhead beauty and coworking spaces—
calls to Vendetti.

“Everything is kind of connected,” Vendetti goes on to say.
H2BAR inspired the GROW coworking space, and the Nora
Alan Group’s work with properties means that Vendetti already
has a building set aside for a GROW 2.0 in 2018.

“GROW has been challenging for me because it’s the frs
business I’ve done where I have to physically be here,”
Vendetti says. “It’s so one-on-one. But like my other
businesses, I show up and I do it every day. I know that’s
the secret to success: creating it and doing it and growing your
business, being so consisent to the point that you could do it
blindfolded.”

http://www.noraalan.com/
http://www.noraalan.com/


By no means does consisency eliminate all hurdles. Vendetti
tells one sory about the early days of How to Be a Redhead,
where she and her siser were invited to be on the venture
capital funding show Shark Tank . But after fve days of closed-
door boot camp prep in California, H2BAR was abruptly cut
from the show because the judges wanted to go to dinner
early.

“I get punched in the face every day by things that happen,”
Vendetti says. That’s what it means to be an entrepreneur,
after all. “But you jus have to keep getting up.”

Much of the support to keep getting up can come from a
community of like minds. That’s part of what entrepreneur
associations and coworking spaces like GROW and the CIE
are about. “I want there to be more entrepreneurs coming to
Wilmington, so I think the CIE is amazing,” Vendetti says. “I
wasn’t a part of anything entrepreneur-wise in Miami, but I
should have been.”

Vendetti doesn't let owning three small businesses sress her
out, though.

“I love being an entrepreneur and I love my life,” she says.
“That’s the secret to being happy and doing well.”

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, and Insagram to keep up with more of
the CIE’s events and news.

Also remember to follow GROW ILM journey on Facebook,
@GROWilm_ on Twitter, and  @grow ilm on Insagram.
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Friday Feature: Brilliant Sole, Virtual Reality, and the
Trek to the Top
by Nikki Kroushl on April 14, 2017

Prototype. All photos via Brilliant Sole

On Monday, April 3 rd, while the Tar Heels took home the win
for the NCAA, Brilliant Sole took home the win for NCTM—that
is, the frs North Carolina Tech Madness  hosed by ExitEvent
and Adzerk.

Competing parallel to the basketball phenomenon, Brilliant
Sole was one of 64 sartups in the vote-based challenge. It was
one of the younges businesses in the running at only one year
old, but its revolutionary approach to virtual reality locomotion
with smart footwear controllers helped it overtake more
esablished companies.

After putting on his frs VR headset when the Samsung Gear
hit the market in 2015, Jef Guard noticed how lacking its
locomotion sysem was. Mos VR technology on the market
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now uses “teleportation” movement sysems, where a user
points to a spot with a handheld controller and moves there
insantly.

“It’s used because it doesn’t make people sick,” Guard says,
“but it breaks the immersion and continuity of traditional games
and experiences. You’re supposed to be moving through these
worlds and it’s supposed to feel real.”

Brilliant Sole solves that problem by creating footwear with
embedded sensors attached to microprocessors and
accelerometers (the technology in smartphones that can track
seps). Users can walk in place or sit and apply pressure to the
soles of the footwear, and the character in the virtual world will
move.

Counterintuitive movement is a widely acknowledged problem
in the VR market (predicted to be worth $40 billion by 2020),
but that’s not the only application for Brilliant Sole’s technology.
It’s also usable as smart footwear, capable of tracking seps or
time spent sitting and sanding. And, of course, there’s the
$106 billion video game market with millions of exising
consumers always waiting for the next big platform. When
Playsation or Xbox begins manufacturing VR video games,
Brilliant Sole could be the tech that moves Call of Duty
characters through the trenches.

As a self-taught techie, Guard began Brilliant Sole by playing
around with microprocessors with a friend. After discovering
that sensors underneath an insole could accurately capture
diferent pressure values, he decided to pursue the technology
as his third sartup venture. Formerly a CIE tenant, Guard soon
discovered that the CIE had open ofce space, and he returned
because he knew it held a wealth of resources that he could
use.

“Jus having an ofce where I can get outside my house helps,”
he says. He also benefted from the entrepreneurial sorytelling
program in February, which helped him refne his pitch for



invesors, and working with Stakeholder Member Hutchison
Law, which will hos a sartup fnancing seminar next week.
“There are a bunch of programs coming up that will be valuable
for me,” he says.

Brilliant Sole’s prototypes have included everything from fip
fops to Yoda slippers—everything so far is completely
bootsrapped. In the year since that frs experiment, Guard has
brought on software developers Andrew Keener, Alec David,
and William Fleming (a current UNCW sudent), as well as
product manager Ryan David. With a whirlwind R&D process,
Guard expects to put the fnishing touches on a scalable,
invesor-worthy demo by mid-April 2017—next week.

“The way we’re going about this solution to VR locomotion is
the bes possible way,” Guard says. “It’s the closes you’re
going to come to getting the feeling of walking around in a
virtual space with a comprehensive sysem.”

Securing invesors is defnitely the next sep, and the NC Tech
Madness competition has provided a welcome boos.

In part because of the competition, Guard says, Brilliant Sole
has been invited to be one of six sartups pitching at the North
Carolina Technology Association’s 2017 State of Technology
conference on May 5th.

While mos people are lucky to have one actionable idea for a
sartup, Guard is on his third. And while mos people would
have given up when the frs two sartups failed to reach proof-
of-concept sage, Guard simply took the lessons he learned
and kept working. Because of that creativity and persisence,
he’s onto something big.

“If you pound your head up agains the wall enough times,”
Guard says, “eventually you’ll break through.”

With or without sore heads, Brilliant Sole’s team treks on.

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, and Insagram to keep up with more of
the CIE's events and news.

Also remember to follow Brilliant Sole’s journey on Facebook,
@BrilliantSole on Twitter, and  @brilliantsole on Insagram.
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The CIEhawks Media Team: Passion and
Profession Combined
by Nikki Kroushl on March 3, 2017

Media Team member Jon Chowthi shooting a video. Photo by
CIEhawks Media Team.

The Story

Nesled in the back of the CIE’s private ofces is one sartup
that’s not a sartup at all—or at leas, not anymore. The Media
Team began as a tenant company a few years ago, but it
slowly transitioned into a branch of the CIE. A passionate flm
sudent founded it and now its legacy continues with sudent
saf members from UNCW’s Film Studies and Communication
Studies departments.

The Media Team has done everything: eighteen short videos in
one go for a tax school, a twenty-minute pilot for a
documentary on hisoric Wilmington churches, narrative
commercials for a seering wheel bracelet that reminds parents
they have a baby in the car, and even insructional videos
about puppy training.
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“We got paid to shoot video of puppies, which is the dream,”
says Sean Froeb, team member and self-described “sound
guy.” “I didn’t mind being here late editing puppies.”

Froeb, alongside Sean Gallagher (assisant media producer)
and Damien Capps (producer), are three of the seven current
Media Team members. Froeb and Capps are flm sudies and
communication double majors, while Gallagher sicks to flm.
Each of them has his own specialty.

“I’ve always been creative,” Damien says, “and I feel like flm is
the mos applied art form there is.” Sean Gallagher explains
that he “was the neighborhood kid who always had a camera
and would be making projects.” And Sean Froeb “fell into it,”
especially sound work, because his father’s frs job out of
college was assembling microphones.

Film is more than a hobby for them; it’s vocational. And the
Media Team is more than a way for its members to make
pocket money during college—it’s a practicum in all the skills
they will need as flm professionals.

Sean Froeb emphasizes how much he likes the hands-on
experience of the Media Team, the action-oriented work that
goes beyond classroom theory. “It pushes me to do things that
I normally wouldn’t be doing, like editing photos and videos,”
he says. “Now I’m getting paid to learn suf insead of paying to
learn suf, which is fantasic.”

“It’s so much better than working at a grocery sore,” Damien
says. “We’re getting paid to operate equipment that we might
be using in our future professions.”

“One of the mos interesing things about this job is getting to
meet the clients,” Sean Gallagher observes. “It never gets
boring because we always have new faces coming in.”

As the Media Team members observe, there’s an interesing
parallel between flm folks and entrepreneurs: both types are
incredibly passionate. Damien explains that the Media Team’s
end goal is to create a video or other product that’s polished
and professional, something the team and the company hiring
them can take pride in. And the entrepreneurs’ enthusiasm and
drive make the long and difcult creative process much easier.

“You get to help out with other people’s passions,” Sean Froeb
says. And sometimes, you get to make montages of puppies.
All in a day’s work.

The Logisics

Media Team services used to be open to the larger community.
Due to growing demand, however, when the CIE switched to a
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tiered membership sysem in 2017, access to the Media Team
for video projects was resricted to tenants and members at the
sartup level and above.

Prospective clients within the CIE mus also pay an annual
$200 fee and a $15 per hour wage for each team member who
works on each project. This extends for up to ten projects per
year. Interesed parties are free to email the Media Team at
media4cie@gmail.com or to visit their page on the CIE website
and fll out their media reques form. Following a consultation,
the team draws up a contract and gets to work.

“Las year we had an infux of projects—big projects,” Damien
explains. “And compared to other production companies, $15
an hour is dirt cheap. A lot of people showed interes in that, so
we had people who wanted twenty or thirty or forty videos over
the course of the year.”

Now that parameters are in place, the Media Team has the
time and focus to do some of its bes work. They’re even open
to take on new projects and clients now.

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, and Insagram to keep up with more of
the CIE's events and news.
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Friday Feature: Dr. Debbie Powell and the
Revolution of Teaching Writing
by Nikki Kroushl on February 10, 2017

via Uni-SPIRE website

“Ten or ffteen years ago,” Dr. Debbie Powell explains, “I
watched undergraduate sudents who were tutoring children
during my methods class. And I wanted them to improve that
tutoring by assessing their sudents very early in the
experience.”

This was the beginning of Uni-SPIRE, although the company
itself has only exised since 2011.

Dr. Powell, a recently retired faculty member of the Watson
College of Education at UNCW, has spent 45 years in
education—”lots of opportunities to see needs,” she says,
laughing. In the early 2000s, she saw a gap between the
assessment abilities of traditional computerized writing and
reading tess and the actual needs of young sudents.

“Everyone was using rubrics,” Powell explains. “My sudents
were tutoring children from kindergarten to twelfth grade. How
do you come up with rubrics for meeting all the needs of those
children? What happens when children are even lower or even
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higher than the points on a rubric? How do you know the next
thing the sudent needs? I decided that a continuum would be a
more efective tool.”

So in 2004, Dr. Powell began developing what is now the
Universal Writing Continuum—a comprehensive set of tools,
including a 42-point skill assessment continuum (as opposed to
a four-point rubric), which allows teachers to view individual
sudent data and class data and provides searchable teaching
srategies for helping sudents as individuals or as a class.

“We used it with classroom teachers, and they all loved it,” Dr.
Powell says. With the assisance of a then-graduate sudent in
computer science, Uni-SPIRE was able to adapt its pen-and-
paper assessment to an online tool and to correlate results to
Common Core sandards once they took efect.  Since Uni-
SPIRE’s founding, the Writing Continuum has been piloted with
more than 90 teachers in fve sates.

What’s unique about the Universal Writing Continuum is that
it’s teachers and sudents, not computers, that assess a
sudent’s writing. Dr. Powell gave an example of one
computerized writing assessment that assigned a second-
grade writing achievement level to Abraham Lincoln’s
“Gettysburg Address.”

“As amazing as technology is, it can’t do everything,” Dr.
Powell says. Uni-SPIRE’s continuum, though, “is helping
teachers learn about sudents so that they can inspire them
more.”

Uni-SPIRE is well into the piloting of its second version of the
continuum assessment, beginning with fve or six school
disricts in the fall. Dr. Powell seeks school disricts which care
about and believe in developing writing abilities in their
sudents.

But the company also cares about developing other abilities in
sudents—specifcally, marketable skills for college sudents.
Uni-SPIRE has employed over 75 UNCW sudents from majors
as varied as computer science, marketing, communication
sudies, education, and more. Uni-SPIRE has been the subject
of multiple full class projects, small group projects, masers
theses, independent sudies, and internships.

“Any sudent who wants to come be a part, we’ll fnd something
for them to do,” Dr. Powell says.  “It’s ‘jump in, here’s your role,
take of and solve the problem.’ Everything we do gives
sudents real experience that they need for whatever career
they pursue.”

Even in retirement, Dr. Powell’s passion for helping her
sudents shines.
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“I love working with the university sudents,” she says. “They’re
hardworking, they’re a challenge. Sometimes, sudents don’t
know how much they do know. I have to keep saying, ‘you
have to solve that problem—you may not know how to do it
now, but you’ll fgure it out!’ That experience is something we
don’t always ofer in our coursework.”

In the future, Dr. Powell says she’d like to get Uni-SPIRE to a
place of success where it can be passed to someone else.

“I’ve put four years into building it into something someone else
can take over,” she says, “because I really would like to retire
again!”

Check back on the website often or follow us
on Facebook, Twitter, and Insagram to keep up with more of
the CIE's events and news.
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Friday Feature: Mary Jaskowiak and Fecal Finders
by Nikki Kroushl on December 16, 2016

Photo of Discovery Forum winners by the Insitute for Emerging
Issues via Twitter. Mary Jaskowiak in center.

Mary Jaskowiak is a senior in the UNCW Honors College with
a major in environmental science and a minor in biology. On
November 30th, 2016, she successfully defended her Honors
thesis—a method for tesing water quality by locating optical
brighteners, which are found in laundry detergent and can be
used to track human wase that has leaked into natural waters.

But defending her Honors thesis wasn't the frs time Jaskowiak
presented in front of a crowd. She has presented her research
at regional academic conferences and, more recently, at the
Discovery Forum hosed by the Insitute for Emerging Issues at
the CIE, an annual competition encouraging young
entrepreneurs with sartup ideas that would generate positive
social change.

"I heard [friends] talking about it, but I didn't even think about
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applying it to my research," Jaskowiak said. "But I was in class
and my teacher had one of her sudents in the Discovery
Forum, so she was urging us to apply. And it hit me that, you
know, I'd talked about making a kit for my research, that would
kind of be a business that you'd have to market and sell."

"The main point of my research," Jaskowiak added, "is fnding
inexpensive methods [for tesing water quality] that everyone
can aford—even small, rural areas, underprivileged areas,
possibly even other nations. So that's the social good aspect,
too." She was clearly a perfect candidate for the Discovery
Forum.

Jaskowiak's fve-minute pitch was voted the top presentation
by attendees. As one of the top three entrepreneurs,
Jaskowiak will join NCSU's Emerging Issues Insitute for a
leadership conference in the spring, where she will compete for
$10,000 toward her idea's development.

"It was cool because mos of the time I'm trying to explain more
of the science to people," Jaskowiak said. "But [the Discovery
Forum] allowed me to focus on some of the other aspects and
the practical uses of my research, which is more fun to talk to
an audience about."

She also presented at one of the Cucalorus CONNECT Port
City Pitches.

Jaskowiak's research focuses on optical brighteners. These
fuoresce and thus are easily trackable. They are found in
wase water from washing machines, which is disposed of in
the same way as wase water from toilets. Find optical
brighteners in natural water, and there is a good chance that
you'll fnd human wase, too. The real problem was separating
the brighteners from other, natural fuorescents in water, but
Jaskowiak was able to develop a process using solid phase
extraction to successfully pinpoint optical brighteners in natural
waters. Her pitch presentation's title, "Fecal Finders," is aptly
funny, gross, and sraightforward.

Jaskowiak and Dr. Cahoon are currently working on improving
their methods and adapting them to be used in the feld, and
next semeser she'll work with her mentors on quantifying the
economic value of clean water before she graduates in May.

"It was a long process," she said, "but it's had good results."

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Insagram for more news,
updates, and content.
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Friday Feature: Chris Krumm and the Ofce of
Innovation and Commercialization
by Nikki Kroushl on December 2, 2016

Jef Janowski/UNCW

“I really fell in love with school, and that's sort of how I got
where I am,” says Chris Krumm, Interim Manager of the Ofce
of Innovation and Commercialization, of his meandering track
through higher education. After time at Coasal Carolina
University, in the army's 82nd Airborne Division, and at
Stockton University for education in physical therapy and
psychology, he came to UNCW as a sudent in the Maser's of
Education Higher Education program.

While working in the Ofce of the Dean of Students and
seeking programming for graduate sudents, he found his way
to the CIE building.

“I liked the idea of it because when I was younger, I was into
entrepreneurship,” Krumm says. “I jus deviated from that route
and didn't think about it until I came back over here… I got here
a little bit by chance, by timing, and by the desire to be back in
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this area.”

And when he came back to entrepreneurship, he came to say.
When a graduate assisantship position opened up at the Ofce
of Innovation and Commercialization, or the OIC, Chris applied,
and OIC director Dr. Craig Galbraith hired him. A few months
later, he was promoted to Interim Manager of the Ofce.

“We're a new ofce,” Krumm says. Much of his initial work was
organizational, transferring paper agreements regarding the
university's intellectual property into a database sysem. Now
he also manages the new graduate assisants, communicates
with faculty about the processes and procedures for technology
transfer, and helps plan the programs that the OIC runs on its
own and in tandem with the Center for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship.

The OIC serves as what mos universities would deem a
technology transfer ofce—technology transfer being the
process of turning faculty research into patents and commercial
products.

“We provide support for [the faculty],” Krumm says. “Advising,
mentoring, connecting them with people, setting up the
programs here at the CIE… we also help them submit to the IP
Support Committee, where they present their idea and ask for
funding, graduate or undergraduate assisants, or other things.”

But it's about more than that.

“Innovation,” Krumm says, “is about creating something new or
making something better, but really, in a more practical sense,
it's about bringing that to market. What good is it if you have an
idea that creates value, but no one knows about it?”

He adds, “[The OIC is] a technology transfer ofce, but we're
called the Ofce of Innovation and Commercialization because
we encourage innovation in general at the university.” One of
the OIC’s unique functions, Krumm notes, is that faculty can
choose to commercialize their own research and sart
companies in the ofce space that the CIE provides.

The OIC participates in numerous CIE programs and performs
its own outreach. It was heavily involved in planning the UNCW
Hackathon of a few weeks ago. It also adminisers the Ignite
Program, a scholarship of sorts that gives UNCW sudents with
entrepreneurial ventures up to $3,000, ofce space at the CIE,
mentorship, and more to help them get their businesses of the
ground. (Previous Ignite Program participants include Leah
Sherrill with Special Pedals and Hillary Scott with Greenfare.) 
Its third large outreach project is the annual Chancellor's High
School Innovation and Entrepreneurship Competition, in which
high school sudents submit business plans and rocket pitches
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and present at the CIE.

One of the things that makes Krumm so good at his job is his
own genuine interes in entrepreneurship.

“Now as I get older, I know that I want to be an entrepreneur,”
Krumm says. “And I’m in the perfect place for that.”

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Insagram for more news,
updates, and content.
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Pakisani Scholars and International CONNECTions
by Nikki Kroushl on November 22, 2016

Photo by Nikki Kroushl. From left to right: Kaitlyn Patterson,
Farrukh Nadeem (IIUI), Nadia Awan (IIUI), Salma Kalim (IIUI),
Mahmood-ul-Hassan (IIUI), Inamullah Jan (IIUI), Jess Boersma

All kinds of people from all over end up at the annual
Cucalorus Film Fesival and its technology/business pre-
conference, CONNECT, but on Thursday, November 10th, an
entirely unique set of visitors fled out of a showing of the
documentary Generation Startup at the CFCC Union Station.

It wasn't jus the frs time they were in Wilmington—it was the
frs time they had ever visited the United States.

In 2014, UNCW won a million-dollar State Department grant
that fosers academic and cultural exchange between the
university and the International Islamic University Islamabad
(IIUI). Six Pakisani scholars—PhDs and PhD sudents in
English and politics and international relations—arrived in
Wilmington earlier that week with a jam-packed schedule.

“We are here for three weeks,” said Farrukh Nadeem from
IIUI's English department. “It's my frs time in the U.S. and in
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Wilmington, and I am very happy, very enlightened, and very
delighted to see the activities that have been designed for us.”
The other lecturers echoed his sentiments enthusiasically.

The Pakisani scholars have research mentors and have
engaged in pedagogy activities to learn more about UNCW's
teaching practices. They are working with the UNCW
Department of English, Department of Public and International
Afairs, and the Center for Teaching Excellence on a variety of
programs, including sessions on gender issues in Pakisan,
academic writing in Pakisan, international relations, and other
topics. The group has attended Cucalorus, watched the U.S.
election process at work, participated in some interfaith
activities, and will enjoy a Thanksgiving meal before they leave.

As they spoke with the CIE team, they warmed up quickly and
spoke enthusiasically about the opportunities that the State
Department grant has aforded them.

“I had a chance to interact with sudents in the English
department,” said Nadeem. “All of them were very delighted to
see me there. And they asked diferent quesions regarding the
English department in Pakisan and how our people perceive
the Wesern world. All of them showed great warmth of feeling
for all of us. They welcomed me.”

“They are treating us like family,” added Nadia Awan of IIUI's
Department of Politics and International Relations. “They're too
nice, much more than we expected.”

When asked what they found sranges about the U.S., the
scholars said they didn't feel it was much diferent at all, and
that the only thing they missed was Pakisani food. When
asked what their favorite part about their visit was, Nadeem
jokingly answered, “Meeting Jess”—meaning Jess Boersma,
the man serving as guide and chaufeur, and the other scholars
erupted into laughter and agreed.

“Human beings, when they interact with each other, have
diferent ideas that develop,” said Nadeem. “We become more
progressive in our learning, in our teaching education. This visit
has a lot of importance because there were so many things I
was lisening to and reading in my country [about the U.S.], so
the way I have personally experienced it… that's very much
diferent. Before, [my knowledge] was jus through media.”

“The things in the media and the things we're experiencing are
really two worlds apart,” Awan said, noting also how the same
is true for the portrayal of Pakisani life in mainsream media
and the reality.

As their three weeks in the U.S. comes to an end, the Pakisani
scholars will have plenty of sories to tell their sudents and
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families and material to write about. Mr. Nadeem even talked
about using one of the Cucalorus short flms as a media text in
his classes—one small piece of the large tapesry of cultural
threads interweaving as a result of this trip.

After all, politics and international relations scholar Inamullah
Jan said it bes: “There are more things, many more things,
that can connect us together than there are things that can
separate us.”

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Insagram for more news,
updates, and content.
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Friday Feature: Cameron Meredith, Saving the
Earth, and Growing a Media Empire
By Nikki Kroushl on October 21, 2016

All photos from Meredith Media Group

Cameron Meredith is a veteran and graduate sudent at UNCW
sudying International Afairs. A New York native, his CIE and
entrepreneurial journey began, as so many others have, when
he saw a problem.

“I was sitting in trigonometry,” Meredith said, “and the
professors threw out fve markers in one of our classes. That’s
a wase—it’s a lot of plasic you’re jus throwing away.”

He took the initiative to contact Expo that same day. When the
company got back to him, they told Meredith that they were
interesed in innovative ideas like his, but they wanted him to
have a patent before proceeding any further.

“So after I got the patent,” Meredith said, “I was like, why
should I go back to Expo? Why don’t I jus sart my own
company? So here I am with Re-Markable.”

Re-Markable was founded in Augus of 2015, after an
acquaintance of Meredith’s (and now COO of the company),
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Kat Pohlman, told him about the CIE. With a patented process,
Re-Markable takes empty and dried-out markers, from Expos
to Sharpies to highlighters, and reflls them. About 500 million
markers per year in North America alone end up in landflls,
which is, as Meredith pointed out, a lot of plasic.

“It’s a win-win,” Meredith said. “It’s not like people lose money
from it. You recycle your markers and you’re sill getting those
markers and you’re saving the environment at the same time.”

Re-Markable also has a charity component called Re-Markable
Kids. It’s the Re-Markable business plan, but removed of all
cos. When classrooms recycle their markers, they get them
back, reflled, for free. Re-Markable is in the sage of shipping
products and is negotiating contracts with Guilford and New
Hanover County schools, from elementary to university.

“I want Re-Markable to be in every school, every business,” he
said.

After being a CIE tenant for several months, Meredith applied
for a graduate assisantship position and began working there
as an event assisant at the beginning of Summer 2016. Soon
after that, a second business followed—Meredith Media Group.

“I saw a need for an easier way for boutiques and local
businesses to grow,” Meredith said. “I thought about a
marketing and media company that has models, hair and
makeup artiss, photographers, and everything in one
company, versus the old way, where everything is outsourced.”

http://meredithmediagroup.com/


Meredith Media Group jus fnished lookbooks for Sidearm Surf
& Skate and Aqua Fedora. It’s also planning a fashion
weekend for next March, and in the future, Meredith hopes to
be a media giant spanning the eas coas.

Unsurprisingly, being an owner of two sartups, a sudent, and
an employee, Meredith has his hands full. He spends his days
working on Re-Markable, his evenings working on Meredith &
Ford, and his late nights working on schoolwork.

“It’s not easy,” he said, laughing.

But he is grateful for the support of the CIE and the UNCW
ofces of Environmental Health & Safety. “It’s a tremendous
amount of support,” he said. “I don’t think I would be where I’m
at right now without them.”

Meredith believes that innovation is, simply, “making things
easier.” Ease and simplicity are the driving values behind both
Re-Markable and Meredith & Ford, even though they are wildly
diferent businesses.

Both companies have grown signifcantly in their short
lifespans, and Meredith shows no signs of sopping.

“I am so laid-back,” he said, his smile confrming jus that.
“Nothing gets to me.” So his advice to new entrepreneurs—
much in the syle of his companies’ philosophies—is, simply
enough, “keep going.”

“Don’t sop because you get no’s or people don’t like your
idea,” he said. “Jus keep going. Think of ways around the
problem. The military taught me that.”

You can follow Meredith Media Group on Insagram at
@meredith.mediagroup. Make sure to keep updated on
CIE news and events by following us on Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Insagram.
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Friday Feature: Dr. Jennifer McCall and Products
from the Sea
By Nikki Kroushl on October 7, 2016

Jef Janowski/UNCW

Dr. Jennifer McCall, a lecturer in UNCW’s Department of
Biology and Marine Biology, began her entrepreneurial journey
after completing her Ph.D. at UNC Charlotte with UNCW’s
Business of Biotechnology posdoctoral program, which
allowed her to continue her sudies in marine biology as well as
earn an MBA from the university. In the posdoctoral program,
she worked on “translational” science—the process of
“translating” a scientifc idea into a marketable product. McCall
was developing a project into a shellfsh consumption safety
tes that was quicker and easier-to-use than ones currently on
the market, and she applied for a federal Small Business
Innovation Research, or SBIR, grant.

“I sarted the company [SeaTox], I received the grant, and now
we’ve done research and development… and we’re selling the
kit through the university,” Dr. McCall said.
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SeaTox Research Inc., McCall’s company, works on “anything
having to do with marine natural products,” Dr. McCall
explained. “We’re looking to develop a drug delivery sysem,
our toxin assay comes from marine environments… Our overall
goal is to commercialize anything that is a marine-derived
product, that we can research and develop and take from
discovery to a product.”

At the moment, SeaTox’s only employees are cofounders Dr.
McCall and her husband, but McCall is hoping to hire sudents
before long. “We train these amazing people [in biology and
marine biology],” McCall says, “and then there aren’t always
scientifc jobs available in our community. I teach biotechnology
and I have all these amazing kids asking, ‘do you know of any
jobs, do you know of any internships,’ and I say ‘I wish I could
hire you!’ I jus haven’t been able to get over that hurdle yet
with federal funding because of the business model I have.”

When McCall began SeaTox, it was an R&D company built on
SBIR funding. But federal grants are not a susainable source
of money, and McCall wants to be able to ofer some security
for new hires. Through sales of the seafood tesing kit and
contracting out use of some of the lab’s equipment, McCall
hopes to begin this process soon.

McCall and SeaTox are not CIE tenants, but McCall notes that
she is very involved with the CIE.

“I do anything they ask me to do,” she says, laughing. “There
have been some really amazing events, especially the legal
events. I don’t think the CIE was that big when I was sarting
my business, but I wish that it had been… a lot of that
information would have been very helpful.”

McCall is also grateful for the support she received from the
posdoctoral program and UNCW itself, which “has been
incredibly supportive and incredibly nurturing to a sartup like
[mine],” she said. “It was a bit alien to me, being a scientis, to
go and sart a business. Some of it I dumb-lucked into, some of
it I messed up and had to fx later. I would like to try to save
[other people] some of the hurdles I went through.”

Her bigges advice for academics considering
entrepreneurship, especially those seeking grants, is that they
need to be able to clearly and concisely articulate a project’s
impact, ability to help people, and innovative aspects. “With
science,” McCall says, “your plan needs to be concrete—you
need to have supporting evidence. [I need to see] why I should
care about it, why this is going to be a good use of taxpayer
dollars.”

The innovation is important, especially when it comes to
translating science to product. “Innovation is about having the
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ability to see a failure as an opportunity,” McCall says. “You’re
never always going to succeed, but if you’re able to see the
silver lining and you’re able to capitalize on that, that’s where a
lot of innovation comes from.”

As for the future?

“I always have projects,” McCall says. “There’s always science
that I want to do! There’s not enough days in my life to pursue
it all.”

But it all comes back to marine natural products and marine
science—commercializing products from the sea.

You can read more about Dr. Jennifer McCall in these articles
from WILMA Magazine and Star News. SeaTox is on the web
at seatoxresearch.com.

And don’t forget to follow the CIE on Facebook, Twitter, and
Insagram for updates on events, more Friday Features, and
other news pertinent to the entrepreneurial ecosysem.
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Friday Feature: Sarah Ritter and Digital Learning
By Nikki Kroushl on September 23, 2016 

Bradley Paercel /UNCW
Sarah Ritter came to UNCW knowing that she wanted to create
a sartup. The hardes part was fguring out what, exactly, she
wanted to do.

“I knew I wanted to work for myself, or at leas for a smaller
company, because insead of maintaining products, I wanted to
be building products,” Ritter, currently a graduate sudent in
computer science, explained. “I moved here knowing I wanted
to learn about mobile apps and entrepreneurship. I sarted out
as an intern with another sartup at the CIE… which is no
longer in exisence. [But,] success or failure, it’s sill a great
experience working for a sartup.”

In 2015, Ritter began a Directed Independent Study with Dr.
Ron Vetter, UNCW Graduate School Director and an overseer
of the CIE, who mentored her while she developed the UNCW
mobile app that was released las year. Dr. Vetter suggesed
that Ritter say on with the CIE and continue to use its
resources to help other people develop apps, so she did,
leveraging her graduate assisantship as an advisory role to
local companies and CIE tenants beginning las July.
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The idea for Turnip Learning, the sartup that Ritter founded,
came in October of 2015.

“I was watching professors read from slides insead of [having]
us do hands-on activities,” Ritter said. “We’re sitting in a server
room, we’re supposed to be learning about networks—we
should be touching the computers and building networks, and
insead we’re reading from PowerPoint slides.”

But Ritter recalled one computer-based training game,
involving sinking ships for wrong answers, and how that had
engaged her much more than PowerPoint slides. The idea for
Turnip Learning was born.

“Turnip Learning evolved from this idea to make online learning
more entertaining and engaging,” Ritter said. “I really like this
idea of project-based, applied learning classrooms. I wanted to
build a software platform that allows teachers to create and
share entertaining content, so that in the classroom time, they
can do projects that pair with that.”

Turnip’s business model is loosely based on other products,
such as Teachers Pay Teachers, which is a website where
teachers can buy and sell paper content from one another.
Turnip Learning’s platform will allow teachers to create tablet-
friendly, iPad-friendly, and touch-friendly digital content, up to
an entire course’s worth that can be bought and sold on
Turnip’s online marketplace.

Although Ritter had the idea for Turnip Learning in October
2015, the sartup didn’t fully launch until March of 2016.
Already, the product is in alpha tesing sages.

Sarah Ritter tabling for Turnip Learning at the 2016 CIE Open
House. Photo by Nikki Kroushl.



In the meantime, Turnip Learning has become an active and
valuable tenant of the CIE. In June, all the employees came
together to run a workshop series called Website Basics for
Business Owners. But, Ritter says, “Talking to teachers
whenever I can is the mos important thing.”

Ritter frequently interacts with the Watson College of Education
at UNCW, getting feedback and new ideas for Turnip Learning.

 “When I worked in other indusries,” Ritter said, “they weren’t
always happy to adopt new technology because they were
afraid technology was going to take their jobs away… it’s nice
to see that teachers want to use new technology. [And] when
you sep into Watson… you feel like everyone is going to give
you a hug.”

Turnip hopes to get its product in the hands of 10,000 teachers
by spring 2017—an ambitious goal. As for the entrepreneur
community in Wilmington, Ritter hopes to see more sudents
developing apps and becoming entrepreneurs.

“I think we have a unique brand of this ‘digital creative,’“ Ritter
said. “[In Wilmington] there’s such a unique opportunity to
combine flm and apps and marketing and creative business
sudents… sudents here don’t really ft in one box.

“And what a cool place,” Ritter continued, “to sart a company!
If you’re really sressed out, you can jus spend a Saturday
morning at the beach. That’s my recovery—it’s important to
recharge and get some perspective.”

More information on Turnip Learning is available at
http://turniplearning.com/. You can also follow Sarah on Twitter
at @sarahlovesech. 
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Friday Feature: Mack Coyle and Solar Innovation
By Nikki Kroushl on Augus 26, 2016

All Photo Credit: UNCW/Jeff Janowski
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Mack Coyle’s journey to innovation began with a friend who had a problem: his
family couldn’t open a resort in the Virgin Islands because they could’t get a
business permit to use fresh water. Coyle, who had years of experience with
power sysems, said, “Well, you could build a self-powered solar water purifcation
sysem.” The next day, the friend called back and asked if that were really
possible. It was—and sill is.

Coyle, LLC got its sart as Coyle Indusries Inc. after years of Coyle’s personal
obsession with building a portable solar generator. When another friend
challenged Coyle to build a machine that could power a wedding by the wedding
date, Coyle rose to meet the challenge.

“It looked kind of like the robot from Los in Space that wobbled back and forth
and was very clumsy!” Coyle said, laughing.

“The frs machine worked really well, and it powered the wedding, but it was
really a one-time design,” Coyle said, describing the initial insability and danger of
the design. “Everyone at the wedding went crazy over the thing and said, ‘this
could be a business, you could sell these things.’”

So he did. Several years and iterations later, Coyle, LLC now manufactures
unitized, automatic devices that are always on and require almos no assembly by
consumers. They are portable solar generators that also have power
management and water pumping capabilities. They can connect to external AC
electricity sources and can automatically sart and sop generators to optimize fuel
consumption. They are versatile enough to power medical equipment, security
lighting sysems, homes, or emergency sations, and they double as agricultural
equipment that makes water potable.

The frs machine Coyle built after the Los in Space version, called the Chick
Mahoney after his grandfather, went into service on a farm the day he fnished it
and remained in service for eighteen months. Seven years later, Coyle is now
about to release the CM.
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After the CM but long before the CM, back when the Center for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship was known simply as the “Entrepreneurship Center,” Coyle was
invited to participate in a RocketPitch event for his product, using twelve minutes
to pitch to invesors.

“I sat down with two venture capitaliss after that and got a lot of good feedback
and made a variety of contacts,” Coyle said. “The CIE is continuing [what it did for
me] and reaching out to small businesses and engaging them, encouraging them,
and providing resources. They did all of that for me before I was even a member
of the coworking space.”

Coyle explained that he became a tenant at the CIE because it was cos-efective
and easy to integrate diferent elements of his work, from building the actual
machines to meeting with people.

“The CIE exposes me to a lot of information about what’s being developed in the
real world at the academic and business intersection,” he said.

But Coyle has done plenty of reaching out on his own. After becoming a tenant
following his RocketPitch experience, Coyle connected with several other
organizations, using solar power for good. Coyle’s companies frs worked with
Clean Energy Events, a nonproft geared toward informing the public about power
generation and consumption and renewable technologies, using the portable solar
generators to power events. People get a visceral experience,” Coyle explained.
“Like, ‘wow, this whole event was powered by solar energy generated on-site.’”

Coyle, LLC also works with the Thumps Project (a nonproft now run by UNCW
sudents Jose Here and Paul Schweitzer, which works to meet the needs of
returning combat veterans using experiential therapy), the UNCW Plasic Ocean
Project (for which the solar generators will power grinders that break down plasic
debris and reactors that convert debris into petroleum products), and powers
various Surrender events.

“Solar power is more cos-efective and cleaner than the energy we’re using now,”
Coyle said. “It jus makes a lot of sense. It’s part of the environment, it’s easy to
integrate, the prices are dropping… and the faser we adopt it, the faser the price
goes down.

“All the cutting-edge suf,” Coyle added, “is where North Carolina excels. We
discovered that we could actually build our machines cheaper in North Carolina
and have a higher quality cos. North Carolina has the highes-quality level of
manufacturing in the world…. The ‘made in USA/made in NC’ label, that’s really a
gold sandard.

“Innovation occurs,” Coyle said, “when you have people physically working on the
same thing in huge numbers—that’s when people are thinking about how to make
it better, and change occurs… the people building the machines are the bes in
the world… and that’s the kind of innovation and entrepreneurship that the CIE
should and does represent.”

http://www.cleanenergyevents.org/
http://www.thumosproject.org/
https://www.facebook.com/UNCWPOP/
https://www.facebook.com/UNCWPOP/
https://www.facebook.com/uncwilmington.surfrider/
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The Coyle, LLC website is currently under consruction and rereading at
http://www.coyleindusries.com/.
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